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Introduction 

The expansion of state education in Britain throughout the twentieth 
century has always been sUJported by a oompelling argument about the 
role of mass education in a modern industrial democracy. According to 
this argument, the economic results of industrialisation have made it 
possible to extend to all children the kin1d of educational opportunities 
previously reserved for the few. This argument is reinforced by the 
belief that educational reforms based on the •principie of 'equality of 
educational opportunity' would have both social and economic benefits. 
Socially, such reforms would help to eradicate elitism and class privi
lege and promote greater social justice. Economically, equalising the 
opportunities available to pupils from different social classes would 
ensure that the education system could respond more effectively to the 
demands of the labour market for a more wiJdespread provision of high 
quality education. Thus, by adqpting the doctrine of 'equality of educa
tional opportunity', as the official ideology of state education, the 
egalitarian aim of promoting greater social justioe and the economic 
aim of ¡producing the appropriate workforce f.or a modern industrial 
economy could be reconciled (Jones, 1983). 

It was this doctrine of 'equality of educational opportunity' which 
inspired the attempts to reform Britis:h secondary education in accor
dance witlh comprehensive principies in the 1960s and 1970s. The purpose 
of this paper is to ex:plain how and why 1!he comprehensive principies 
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Second, rhe validity af intelligence tests was severely undermined by 
numerous sociological surveys which brought to light the extent to 
which the selection procedures re:flected differences in the social class 
background of pupils ratrher than differences in their innate intelligence. 
Thus, the pupil population of secondary modern schools was predomi
nantly working class while grammar schools, which were supposedly 
for academically able children from all social classes were, in fact, 
populated predoriúnantly by ohildren with professional and middle class 
parents (Jackson and Marsden, 1962). 

Finally, in 1957, a committee of the British Psychological Society 
severely criticized the inteUectual basis of Intelligence tests and pro
nounced that it was not possible to predict the educational potential of 
pupils by measuring their intelligence at the age of eleven. In the view 
of the committee, 'intellectual ability' was not static and fbced but rather 
develops and expands rhrough the educational process. Tbe results of 
Intelligence tests dlus always reflect pupils previous educational ex.pe
rience rather than simple measure their innate intellectual endowments 
{Vernon, 1957). 

By the enJd of the 1950s the 'objectivity' ,of intelligence tests could 
no longer be seriously defended and its legitimacy as a basis for system 
of secondary education based on selection began to crumble. As a result, 
the movement to do away with selection and segregation and to reor
ganise the .secondary education in accordance with comprehensive prin
cipies began to gather force. In 1964, a Labour Government was elected 
whioh wa.s committed to establishing a non-selective comprehensive 
system of education which would provide equality of educational oppor
tunity for aU classes. 

The Intraduction of Comprehensive Reforms 1964-1979 

The COill!Prehensive reorganisation of secondary education had been 
Labour Party policy since 1955 . .In July 1965, just nine moths after the 
Labour Government had been elected, the Department of Education and 
Science (D.E.S.) set this policy in motion by issuing its famous circular 
10/65 inviting all Local Education Authorities (L.E.A.s) to submit plans 
for reorganising secondary education on comprehensive lines. However, 
although Circular 10/65 claimed to laying down national policy for 
secondary education it did not have any legal force and therefore was 
not mandatory. The government strategy was to achieve comprehensive 
reforms by approving reorganisation plans devised by the LEAs rather 
than through central prescription and control. However, the frailure to 
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clear that the interna! organisation of coinprehensive schools was rarely 
determined by the comprehensive principie. 

Against the background of these failures to successfully translate 
comprehensive principies into practice, it is hardly surpri:sing that the 
values and assumptions informing o:f.ificiai educational policy began to 
be questioned. Also, by the mid 1970s the educational debate increasingly 
reflected the decline in rll.e British economy, the rise in unemployment, 
the massive rise in inflation and unprecedented industrial inrest. In 
this context, the tone of educational debate was transformed and the 
principie of equality Olf educ~;ttional opportunity as the central organising 
principie of official educational policy began to lose credibility. 

With hindsight, it is now clear that the gradual erosion and eventual 
displacement Olf the comprehensive principie was the result of two fac
tors. The first was a .realisation amongst educationai policy makers that 
there was no necessary connection between increasing educational 
opportunities and improving economic effectiveness. Because of this, 
the emphasis in educational policy was gradually switched from the 
egalitarian princiiple of equality to the vocational principie of prepara
tion for the world of work. 

The second factor was a growing disillusionment amongst the general 
public with the practica! results of comprehensive reforms. This disillu
sionment was articulated in a series of 'Black Papers on Ed'ucation' 
written by a group df right wing educational ideoiogists between 1966 
and 1977 (Cox and Dyson, 1971). In the main the 'Black Paper' consisted 
of polemical attacks on recent educational developments in general and 
comprehensive reforms in particular. According to the 'Black IPaper' 
writers, comprehensive reorganisation had led to a decline in educatio
nal standavds and prevented schools from e:f.ifectively pursuing the tradi
tional aim of 'academic exceillence' ---'failures that could only be rectified 
by reestablishing the oid 'grammar schools' and re-asserting the validity 
of traditional methods of streaming and selection. 

Although they were rarely substantiated by research evidence, the 
avguments of the Black Papers clearly reflected a good deal of public 
opinion and rprepared the ground for the resúrgence of educational 
views which previously been regarded as outmoded. By the end of the 
1970s these views -about the adver5e educational effects of 'equality', 
about the need to maintain 'standards', and about the need to preserve 
'excellence'- had been brought back into common currenty. In conse
quence, the consensus of opinion favourable to comprehensive princi
pies began to disintegrate. 

'Ilhe particular event that provided a watershed in the demise of the 
comprehensive principie was the speech made at Ruskin Cdllege in 1976 
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forces and su.pplying the man and womanpower needs of a restructured 
economy. 

Under the ·partnership model of the post-war period, successive go
vernments had relied on a strategy of extensive negotiation and consul
tation to implement its educational policy. Alll this graduaUy changed 
as the State became more interventionist and less hesitant about seeking 
to control the curriculum and restrict the autonomy of teachers and 
LEAs. Two White Papers - Better Schools and Teaching Quality (1983-5) 
provided a framework for curriculum renewal and HMI produced a 
number af currículum policy documents. The framework set up in the 
mid 1980s (Bennett, 1984) gave LEAs a much more significant role as 
local representatives of the national state, hut later initiatives airned to 
circumvent their power. Other measures were aimed at making teachers 
more accountable, and reducing their control of the currículum. For 
example, the teacher dominated Schools Council, established in 1964 as 
an important currículum development agency, was abolished in 1984. 

As well as these moves towards centralization, a framework was 
being created which fostered the principie of selectivity and hastened 
the devolpment of a market-led education system. The rhetoric of 
·differentiation both within and between schools to cater for individual 

abilities and interests was deployed to 'raise standards' and to establish 
criteria to facilitate parental choice. Major centrally funded initiatives 
like LAPP (Low Attaining Pupils Programme) and TVE! (Technical and 
Vocational Education Initiative), were essentially designed for a segment 
of the 'ability' range and to further the process of dilfferentiation within 
schools. Likewise, the GCSE (General Certificate df Secondary Educa
tion), widely regarded as a 'progressive' refonn in that it provided a 
common examination for all pupils at 16 +, in practice, as Radnor (1987) 
point out, meant that judgements were made by teachers about which 
pupils were suitable for which courses, sometimes as early as 14. Diffe
rent 'paths' were involved and certain path ruled out the possi!bility of 
higher grades. 

The 'new' principles were also reflected in the amount of prívate 
purchase of services which were previously free in State schools (!Pring, 

1986). Parents and commercial establishments have been asked to 

donate money not only for extra curricular provision but even for basic 
essentials like books, equipment and building repairs. There has also 

been an increase in the use of monies lfrom puhlic sources to huy educa

tion in prívate institutions, e.g. the Assisted Places Scheme referred to 

earlier. Voucher schemes have also been considered, the ultimate form 

of an education system responsive to market forces, enabling parents 

to act as 'consumers' and to 'shop around'. Various experiments were 
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carried out 'but the voucher proposal was eventually discarded partly 
because of rhe practica! difficulties of administering such a system, 
partly because it was too flagrant a violation of social justice and equa
lity ( even members of the Conserva ti ve Government recognized that it 
would advantage the wealthy who wou1d not have to pay the fu'll cost 
of independent · schooling out of their own pockets) and partly because 
the Education Reform Act (1988) introduced the principies behind vou
chers in a less overt way. 

The Education Reform Act of 1988 represented the pinnacle of all 
these developments. A national currículum was proposed consisting of 
three core subjects -English, Maths and Science- and ·a number of 
foundation subJects comprising a foreign language, Technology, History, 
Geography, Art, Music and Physical .Education. A national assessment 
system was also to be established involving nationailly moderated tests 
at 7, 11, 14 and 16. Under LMS (local management of schools) a school's 
funding would depend on the num:ber of pupils it attracted, and thus on 
the degree it satisfied 'consumer' (ie. parents) demand·; and the grant 
maintained system enabled schools to opt out of LEA control and reoeive 
funding directly from central government. 

These provisions of the Act would he correctly interpreted as under
mining the comprehensive ideal. Although a 'common currículum' was 
always part of the comprehensive reformist vision, a nationally imposed 
subjéct dominated currículum with a:ccompanying national assessment 
structure certainly was not. Rather than common e:x;perience, the em
phasis would be on .differentiation and separate 'paths' within schools. 
The whole point of much currículum reform in comprehensive schools 
had :been to produce a currículum which avoided the divisiveness and 
academicism of the traditional su:bject currículum. 

A system had also now been created which enables differentiation 
between schools. There had, of course, always been differences between 
comprehensive schools because of social differences in the catchment 
areas from which schools drew their pupils. Such impediment to reform 
were of no concern to the Conservative Government who took matters 
further by fostering the development of a whole range of different types 
of sohool- opted out schools, grammar schools, public schools, various 
forros of comprehensive schools and City Technology Colleges (a new 
ty,pe of independent school which charged no fees and was funded by 
prívate capital). The alleged aims were to increase 'choice' and cater for 
individual interests but critics (Jones, 1989) were quick to point out that 
what ~had been created was a. more intricate, finely differentiated and 
more subtle hierarchical re1ationshiJp between schools. 

No attempt to understand these developments is complete without 
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an examination of the influence of wider political and economic pers
pectives and in particular the influence of the 'new right'. Although the 
changes, as we have seen, were rooted in a Labour Government policy 
development which incorporated right wing critiques of comprehensive 
schools, the nadical right reform of the 1980s were located in an ideolo
gical world view fundamenta~Ily ditfferent from that which underpinned 
the liberal and social democratíc consensus olf the previous era. Against 
the background of a restructured world economy, the development of 
new industries and technologies and the decline of old 'heavy' industries, 
the perceived requirement was for a reinvigorated private sector and the 
creation of an enterprise culture. Social democracy had allegedly created 
barriers to :progress. Its legacy was an CXJpanded inefficient public sector, 
crippling restrictions on the free play of the market and an education 
system which aimed 1for equality in a context where inequality was 
thought to ·be necessary for economic regeneration. To cure these i!lls 
a familiar medicine was to be applied; the privatization of public moho
polies and attJacks on the 'waste' and inefficiency of the public services. 
At the same time, whilst the economy and civil society were to be 
opened up and 'liberalized' it was also necessary for the State to create 
the social, political and ideologkal conditions necessary for 'reviva!'. 
Thus within the 'new right' s hegemonic project the restoration of state 
authority, the renewal of allegiances to traditional values and return to 
an 'old' sense df national culture and identity went hand in hand with 
the release of market forces and the privatization otf public services. 

As far as education was concerned, it was clear that the Conservative 
Government was becoming increasingly tuned into this project. The 
mark of the 'new right' can be seen on the flood of consultative docu
ment in education produced by the incoming Conservative Government 
in its first few months of office in 1987, which laid the foundation for 
the ERA of 1988 (see Quicke, 1988). 

However, it would be easy to exaggertate the extent of the 'new right's 
influence. In the current ¡period, there are indications that other Con
servative political orientations have come to the fore. Further state 
intervention in the implementation phase of ERA has increaSiingly relied 
on persons and structures associated with the very educational esta
blishment that 'new right' reformers sought to dismantle. Sorne minis
ters have seen the state as playing an important role not just in remo
ving the constraints on market forces and providing a legitimating 
ideology but in actuaUy intervening on a long term basis to create the 
enterprise economy. In constrast with the 'new right's traditional 
approach to education they have advocated a complete break with the 
anti-industrial values of the old academic, grammar school traditiion, 
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and have asserted the need for a more relevant, student-centred, prac
tica! and vocationally oriented curriculum, eXemplified by the 'new 
learning' rhetoric of TVEI. The 'new right' has not sU'bjected innova
tions like TVEI to extended critioism because they have seen it both as 
a move to weaken the grip of LEAs and as a means to further the prin
cipie of differentiation. But there is increasing ambivalence about the 
spread of the 'new vocationalism' as .an educational philosophy, parti
cularly when this is coupled with more state intervention. 

From the point of view of those who continue to uphold the compre
hensive ideal, the 'new vocationalism' and its allleged progressive peda
gogy are likely to be socially divisive and anti-educational. There is no 
doubt that progressive elements are an essential aspect of current 
reforms, but they are used to justify policies derived from a completely 
different set o:f values from those underpinning comprehensivization. 
The meanings olf the central ooncepts of progressive education have been 
subtly altered - 'creativity' has become assodated with entrepreneuria
lism and 'individual' is used in its previous reactionary sense of indivi
dual differences requiring differents t}"Pes of academic/vocational pro
grammes for different types of ability. Individual characters traits and 
capabilities are removed from the 'prívate' sphere and linked to the 
needs of employers and the demands of the world of work. Education 
should stress the «Worth of the individual» but young people also need 
to he taught to «turn up tidy and on time» for work. A positive self
image is encouraged but the purpose of this is to enable the young person 
to be more flexible in order to be adaptable in changing labour market 
conditions. 

Within the 'new vocationalist' ideology the practica! is divorced from 
the academic in a way which .precludes the notion oíf a high quality 
common education for a!ll. There is no attempt as in progressivism to 
synthesrze the practica} and the academic within a critica! evaluation of 
work and society. Stdpped of its progressive rhetoric the new vocatio
nalism provides ah ideological justilfication for an education system 
which is just as divisive as the old tripartite system. The overriding aim 
is the production of a differentiated workforce to meet the needs of 
a rnodern economy. 

Conclusion 

Since its inception in the mid 1960's the British oomprehensi'Ve sys
tem of seoondary education :has a complex history. Despite its aspi:vation 
to extend educational opportunities to all pupils, it has constantly had 
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to face widespread public scepticism and considerable política! opposi
tion. And, despite its aspiration to provide an institutional embodiment 
of egalitarian values, British secondary schools continue to play a rnajor 
role in rhe maintenance and transmission of inequality. Indeed, the 
comprehensive school with its common currículum, its avoidance of 
early selection and commitment to the education of all its pupils· may 
actually serve to obscure the inequalities in educational opportunities 
that sti'll exist. 1'he elitism of the previous tripartite system was trans
parent tó all but the egalitarian ideology of the comprehensive system 
may simply he1p to legitimise the substantial t:r.ansmission of inequality 
that stiill occurs. 

Although comprehensive schools have had little success in elimina
ting pdvilege and elitism from secondacy education on one who is 
familiar with the history df the comprehensive movement could fail to 
be impressed by the dedication with which thousands of teachers have 
seriously sought to give practioal realisation to the comprehensive prin
cipie of equal educational opportunity for all. The very real contribution 
that these teachers have made to the expansion of educational opportu
nities .does not mean that the overall effect of comprehensive education 
has heen to signifioantly reduce existing inequalities. Throughout its 
short history the comprehensive school has, Uke any ot'her social insti
tution, heen shaped by política! pressures and ideological constraints. 
However, although the implementation of the comprehensi:ve principie 
has always been distorted and constrained by the logic of the larger 
society in which it is embedded, comprehensive education faces a future 
that stiJl has to be rnade. The crucial question is whethér this future willl 
be made in a way which keeps alive the egalitarian dream of a state 
system of education which treats all pupils equ~lly, irrespective of race, 
class, gender or creed. 
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